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Details of Visit:

Author: mynameis007
Location 2: hatfield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 19 Dec 2013 15:00
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: One2One Escorts
Website: http://www.one2one-escorts.co.uk
Phone: 07935022957

The Premises:

This flat in Hatfield is 1 of 7 locations within Herts and Bucks under the One2One "banner". All
bookings are made through one remote and very efficient receptionist who, to suit my pseudonym
of 007, has become my Moneypenny. All the ladies are said to be totally independent, simply
sharing resources. There are no "maids" or other WGs present at the flats, just the lady you book to
see so it does create the feel of visiting a girlfriend with "benefits". I like the set-up. The Hatfield
location is blandly anonymous in one of a number of modern low rise blocks adjacent to the A1(M).
It is easy to get to, plenty of on site parking, feels totally safe, its clean and the bed is good, big and
firm.

The Lady:

Cherry is a "new girl on the block" as far as One2One is concerned. She is accurately portrayed on
the website, a stunning redhead, beautiful green eyes, statuesque (she seemed a couple of inches
taller than the 5'6" stated, even when the shoes came off), ample yet reasonably pert breasts, a
smashing tail. Said to be of French/Spanish origin, her English was excellent. Told me she recently
graduated after studying tourism and had been side-lining as a WG for 6 months (a bit of research
revealed 2 favourable Punternet reviews for her under another name for a well known Milton
Keynes establishment).

The Story:

Was welcomed at the door by Cherry, a lovely smile and briefly dressed in black frillies. I liked the
look, sound and, subsequently, the touch and taste of Cherry. Passed paper, bathroom and dis-
robe for me and when I returned to bedroom only her stockings had to come off before skin met
skin. I enjoy giving massage using liberal amounts of my own 007 oil and lotion mix, Cherry seemed
to enjoy receiving the attentions of my hands working down from her shoulders to her toes, lingering
with intent around her bum and upper thighs. Her legs relaxed and opened willingly so that my
fingers could tease and moisten her fanny, the noises of appreciation got me hardening with
anticipation. Turning her on to her back I again worked down from shoulders to breasts, some
intense FK and nipple play and then on down to work my tongue some more within her sweet
tasting fanny. Wow after a few minutes of tongue teasing in the appropriate spot her orgasm had
me on the brink before her mouth got to work on my old chap!! A smashing OWO followed, lots of
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eye contact, then in to 69 and more pleasurable shivers from both of us. Mack on, vigourous mish,
FK, eye contact even chat...then a bit more OWO before my mini Vesuvius eruption. No clock
watching on her part meant we over ran and the doorbell ringing hastened the end of great "punt".
Thanks Cherry. Like MacArthur, "I will return" or even Schwarzathingy "I'll be back"  
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